
Appendix: The Connectedness of all Things

Q: The appendix alludes to a new point that I believe is true, and that is, "All the discoveries,
data, information and facts are already there in the domain of consciousness ready to be
downloaded by enhancing the focus of attention." This is why seers are able to make discoveries
that could not have been made from previous knowledge for there was none.

A: At the level of quantum entanglement, which is the entanglement of qubits of information,
everything is connected to everything else. If we follow the threads of entanglement, we are led
to all possible forms of information, which is to say all possible concepts. There is no possible
concept that is outside the reach of our understanding. Einstein liked to say that he wasn't really
that smart, but that he had a good nose, and could follow his nose to the next concept. He could
sniff it out. In the sense of consciousness, he could see it. When we follow the threads of
connectedness, we can see things we never saw before. The reason we can see it is because
everything is a form of information and every form is connected to every other form. I guess you
could say that's the basic nature of a holographic world, which is constructed out of nothing more
than the energy of relative motion and entangled qubits of information.

When we say Einstein could see the next concept, we mean his mind's eye could see the next
concept. What do we mean by the mind's eye? The mind's eye is a focal point of perceiving
consciousness at the very center of the mind. It is this focal point of consciousness that is in
relative motion. The energy of that relative motion gives rise to the expression of emotional
energy. What do we mean by the mind? The mind is a holographic screen that encodes qubits of
information. That holographic screen arises as an event horizon due to the observer's own
accelerated motion. A concept is a form of information that is energized in the flow of energy.
All concepts perceived by any observer can be reduced to qubits of information encoded on the
observer's own holographic screen, which not only defines the observer's holographic world but
also the observer's mind. Multiple observers can share a consensual reality when their respective
holographic screens overlap and share information. This sharing of information arises from the
entanglement of information since all qubits of information are inherently entangled.

All concepts are connected because all qubits of information are entangled. The only thing that
can disrupt this connectedness is the personal bias that arises when personally biased emotions
are expressed. The expression of personally biased emotions leads to feelings of self-limitation to
the form of a body and feelings of disconnection from all other things. This feeling of personal
self-limitation and disconnection is the nature of personal self-identification. The observer
emotionally identifies itself with the form of its body because it feels emotionally self-limited to
that emotionally animated form. That personal bias in the observer's focus of attention, which
leads to the expression of personally biased emotions, is the only thing that can disrupt the
inherent connectedness of all things. When we lose that personal bias in the focus of our
attention, we naturally come back into alignment with the normal flow of all things, which has
no personal bias. We feel reconnected when we stop disrupting the connectedness of all things.



When we allow ourselves to come into alignment with the normal flow of all things, we feel
reconnected. That's when we can follow the threads of connectedness and discover the next
connected concept, if that is our goal to discover scientific concepts, as was Einstein's goal. Of
course, the concepts we discover are only mentally constructed forms of information energized
in the flow of energy. Those forms can all be reduced to qubits of information encoded on our
own holographic screen, and are energized in the energy of our own motion as a moving focal
point of perceiving consciousness. Those forms are all connected because all the qubits of
information are entangled. As long as we do not disrupt that connectedness with the expression
of personally biased emotions, we can follow those threads of connectedness to the next concept.
When we lose that personal bias, we can discover concepts that were previously unknown. The
discovery of new scientific concepts always carries with it a sense of reconnection.

Of course, the new concepts that we discover are all a part of the holographic world that we
perceive. All concepts are forms of information that are projected like images from our own
holographic screen to our own point of view, and are animated in the flow of energy that arises
from our own relative motion as a moving focal point of perceiving consciousness at the center
of our own mind. All concepts can be reduced to qubits of information encoded on our own
holographic screen, which are energized by the energy of our own relative motion. Those qubits
of information are entangled, and as long as we do not disrupt that connectedness with personal
bias in the way we focus our attention on things and express emotions, we can follow those
threads of connectedness and discover new concepts. We can see the connectedness of all things.

At the end of the day, the things we perceive are no more real than a holographically constructed
virtual reality. The things we see are only forms of information energized in the flow of energy.
All forms are reducible to qubits of information encoded on our own holographic screen, which
are projected like images to our central point of view and animated in the energy of our own
relative motion. What we're perceiving is no more real than the projected and animated images of
a computer-generated virtual reality. The only thing that is really real, which paradoxically is not
really a thing, is the true nature of the observer's perceiving consciousness. The appearance of
things can only appear to come into existence when that undifferentiated consciousness focalizes
itself into a focal point of perceiving consciousness and enters into a state of relative motion. The
undifferentiated consciousness of the void is focalizing itself into a focal point of perceiving
consciousness, which then begins to move relative to the motionless void. Only the true nature of
that consciousness has its own independent existence and never ceases to be.

The unreal has no being; the real never ceases to be--Bhagavad-Gita


